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Abstract—In an attempt to make our cities more sustainable
and resource efficient, we are transforming them into what we
now call Smart Cities. This transformation is heavily dependent
on ICT, where a huge network of interconnected sensors and
other devices is deployed to monitor many aspects of urban life
in real-time. Recently, Solanas et al. [1] introduced the concept
of Smart Health (s-Health) in which the resources of a smart city
are exploited to facilitate the provision of healthcare services to
citizens. In this position paper we explore the potentials of sHealth in stress management, providing a conceptual framework
which could be used not only to monitor the stress level, but to
provide more advanced ICT intervention.
Index Terms—Smart City, s-Health, stress management, mobile

I. I NTRODUCTION
The wide adoption of mobile devices has triggered the
development of a variety of new applications that have
improved citizens’ everyday lives. These changes are more
evident in urban environments where there is a wealth of
available resources. Currently, there are plenty of applications
focusing on efficient time management exploiting geolocated
information. Most of these applications are offered freely, and
they monetize users’ preferences, their demographic characteristics, as well as the extent of their user database by mainly
providing them to advertising companies. Some applications
may focus on specific groups of people, e.g. based on their
health condition, and have positive impacts on their lives.
These applications can be considered as successful business
models exactly due to their targeted audience.
A big challenge of nowadays mobile applications providers,
concerning big cities, is the satisfaction of their citizens’
increasing everyday needs. Some citizens already use mobile
applications in order to find the exact time that the bus will
pass and buy their tickets1 , the closest pharmacy to their
location2 or even the shortest route to their workplace3 . All
the above confirm that mobile applications are no longer
something new for the average user, an assumption reinforced by their numerous downloads. Simultaneously wearable
devices are becoming more and more accepted by modern
users for their everyday life activities. Several applications
are exploiting this new information to provide new features,
1 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lothianbuses.
lothianbuses
2 https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/find-a-pharmacy/id358128302?mt=8
3 https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/inrix-xd-traffic-maps-routes/
id324384027?mt=8, http://www.google.com/mobile/maps/

more accurate measurements and even more personalised
applications. The vast bulk of these applications is focused on
sports and healthcare as most wearables can measure heartbeat
rate, sweat and motion4 .
All the above must be considered in the context of the
Internet of Things (IoT), a large variety of devices connected
to the Internet using mainly sensors. These devices in order
to provide ubiquitous and context-aware services to humans,
may interact and exchange information using several protocols,
domains and applications [2], [3]. In most of the cases the
use of the well-known (Machine to Machine) M2M protocols
and (Wireless Sensors Networks) WSNs is needed in order
to leverage low-power radios and multihop communication to
cover large areas with small, inexpensive, autonomous sensor
nodes and interconnection between machines with automation
characteristics [3]. In the IoT the interconnected things can
be vehicles, smart devices (smart phones, wearables), traffic
lights or even buildings within a smart city.
In this position paper we attempt to bridge the latter with recent advances in Smart Cities technologies, and more precisely
with the Smart Health concept [1]. Our scope is to exploit
urban sensing with wearables to provide novel functionalities
and more personalized user experience. More precisely, we introduce a novel scheme for context-aware mobile applications
based on services with ubiquitous characteristics, as a s-Health
solution, to citizens with stress or anxiety disorders. The idea is
to extend the ICT intervention of such applications to provide
users with solutions to their problems. In this regard, when
citizens who suffer from the aforementioned disorders, are
detected to face an issue, the platform will be present them
solutions for mobility or interaction to decrease the risk of
deteriorating their condition.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the current state of the art in mobile
applications and wearables related to healthcare services. In
Section III we illustrate two specific use-case scenarios and
in Section IV we describe the conceptual approach of our
framework. The article concludes with some remarks and ideas
for future work.

4 Microsoft-Band (https://www.microsoft.com/Microsoft-Band/en-us, Apple Watch (https://www.apple.com/watch/), Intel Basis Peak (https://www.
mybasis.com/, Jawbone UP3(https://jawbone.com/store/buy/up3))

II. R ELATED WORK
Recent advances in portable devices, mainly smartphones [4], [5], [6] or wearable devices [7], [8], [9], have
led companies to develop novel products related to health
and wellbeing with more user-friendly and usable components
such as smartwatches or fitness tracking devices. Today’s
smart devices base their services on software packages, namely
applications. Currently there are plenty of applications which
may help a user to monitor, manage or even diagnose stress
levels. According to Muaremi et al. [10], these smartphone
applications5 can be categorized into four main groups
1) Diaries refer to applications that can be used to collect
and aggregate data related to stressful situations.
2) Guides are applications which offer several tricks and tips
on how a user can handle stressful situations. Diaries and
guides can be found to be combined in a unique application in order for an application to be more informative
and useful for their users.
3) Relaxation applications provide sets of relaxation exercises which can help users to manage their stress levels.
4) Sensor measures are applications which offer a sensor
based solution to users to track stress related behaviors.
There are several studies focusing on the of use smart
devices to examine stress levels [11], [10], [12], or the relation
between stress and daily habits or activities of users that
can affect their mood [13], [14], [15]. Additionally, there are
wearable devices which are becoming more widely known
and in some cases accepted by users. Such devices can be
considered the EEG headsets or the torso wearables. We
refer to well known devices in the academic society, as for
many years they have been used by researchers in order to
monitor patients and produce valuable results. Their advanced
monitoring abilities and interoperability with smartphones can
be exploited in monitoring daily activities.
More precisely, many companies strive to embed sensors to
their devices that can measure galvanic skin response. The idea
is that sweat changes skin conductivity, so one could monitor
these changes to determine how sweaty one is. Going a step
further, there is a lot of research on the chemical analysis of
body fluids, either invasive [16], [17] or non-invasive through
e.g. patches or biosensing textiles [18], [19], [20], [21].
The EEG approach has also been used to measure stress
levels, even if it was for children with Asperger syndrome [22].
While the experiments indicated that children with Asperger
syndrome seem to have a greater reaction to stressful situation,
it is apparent that EEG devices cannot currently be used in
public as they might not be intrusive, nevertheless, they are
not discreet enough. Therefore, users might become even more
anxious, augmenting the negative impact that mobile devices
can have such as stress, sleep disturbances or symptoms of
depression [23], [24].
5 https://play.google.com/store/books/details/Trina_Swerdlow_
Stress_Reduction_Journal?id=eTVhuMJXOdMC,
https://play.google.
com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.oimedia.ibsdiary_android,
https:
//play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pacificalabs.pacifica,
https:
//play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.Eliminate.Stress.management

III. U SE - CASE SCENARIOS
According to [25], the urban way of life has high impact
on mood and anxiety disorders compared with rural areas. To
highlight such differences we provide two use-case scenarios
of our framework to highlight its usage.
Bob is a very busy professional and his job requires a lot
of meetings across the city he lives in. Recently, some events
led him to become very anxious and have a panic crisis. In
several occasions he had to stop walking just to calm down
and retrieve his body control while being in the middle of a
very crowded and noisy place. It turns out the cause of his
bad health is the noisy urban environment [26].
On the other hand Alice is a teenager that lives in a not
crowded place, but in order to go to her school or to participate
to sports activities she has to move within very crowded and
noisy streets that often make her feel anxious. This daily
routine has a negative impact to her mental health and is very
likely that she will face unwanted situations if she cannot avoid
moving within stressful places.
In both cases one could argue that the solution would be
to move away from the city. Nevertheless, personal, economic
and social factors often prohibit such actions as the impact to
other parts of the life could be detrimental. Moreover, such
symptoms can be temporary, therefore such solutions are not
the best. It would be greatly beneficial for both Alice and Bob
to have an application that can detect when they are more
fragile and provide an intervention with bigger impact.
IV. C ONCEPTUAL APPROACH
One of the basic problems in current state of the art is that
the applications do not unlock the full potentials of the devices
nor do they provide advanced intervention. More precisely,
one could argue that the input is personal, that is the apps
only process a single user’s input, while the intervention is
generic, it applies to everyone without personalisation, and is
not predictive nor proactive.
Our conceptual approach, depicted in Figure 1 provides a
more holistic approach than current state of the art. More
precisely, the data is supplied by three sources:
1) the user, via data input and wearables
2) urban sensors, for instance pollution measurements, traffic and crowd sensors, and
3) crowd sourced data.
The idea is to use the personal data to determine the
user’s sentimental condition and the other data sources for
prevention. For instance, the application can determine via
the user’s wearables that the user is feeling distressed by the
change in galvanic skin response, without actual change in
the temperature or movement of the user. Most applications
currently are bound to this result and do not extend it further.
Their intervention would be a simple poke to the user to
perform some relaxation exercises. Therefore, this is were our
conceptual framework starts to differentiate.
Firstly, the application would try to reroute the user, similarly to the concept of [27]. Instead of letting the user continue
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Fig. 1. A conceptual approach of the proposed scheme.

his course to his destination, the application would propose a
different route to avoid locations that may increase her tension
and lead to her collapse. To this cause, the application would
monitor user’s activity and routine to learn common routes.
Based on the latter, the application would try to get measurements from urban sensors regarding noise levels, crowdedness
etc and aggregate them. Based on these measurements, the
application could determine alternate route to the user, which
might be a bit more lengthy, but could be less stressful.
The social network engine could provide further assistance
to the user. For instance, if other users share their location, the
application could notify her of friends who are in proximity,
events in the city or even daily news and hot stories from the
media to relax the user. Depending on the user preferences
the application could change the music and loudness to more
soothing, as many users commute wearing ear-pads and listening to music.
Finally, the crowd sensing [28] aspect of the framework
complements the sensing and prevention features. Users, could
provide additional information to the platform to facilitate the
others. For instance, they could share areas that made them
feel distressed to notify others, provide audio input to facilitate
noise mapping or even images to help in finding crowded or
less crowded place. The crowd sensing approach has already
been used in psychological trials in projects such as “Track
your Tinnitus”6 providing valuable input for further research.
To provide all this functionality, the system is conceptualized to be divided into six main components as follows:
• The Monitoring engine is running on the user’s device
and keeps track of her location, movement, her routine,
her vital measurements and preferences. Based on the
readings, the platform will determine the user’s stress
level and decide whether an intervention is needed.
• The Data Aggregation engine is in charge of gathering
urban data from smart city’s sensors, aggregating them

and proving an insight to the platform regarding probable
issues and alternate routes.
• The Crowd Sensing engine provides additional input to
the platform from other users. Users, acting as sensors
may provide additional insight into events and locations
that common sensors cannot. Therefore, they provide
collective intelligence to the framework adding extra
valuable content.
• The Intervention engine is providing the proactive mechanisms when the system detects that the user might
face distress. The proactive mechanisms may range from
music to social interaction, and from news and funny
videos to games and relaxing exercises.
• The Social Network engine gathers information from
social networks to provide the user some events, news
and interaction with other users on the signal of the
intervention engine.
• Finally, the Anonymization engine is in charge of the
privacy. Its role is to hide users’ identity in crowd sourced
data as well as other sensitive information. For instance,
hide the identities of individuals and their medical condition, hide faces from images or obfuscate users’ location.
For interoperability, the platform should support many devices and protocols. Due to their processing power, smartphones can consume and produce information in many formats, nevertheless, sensors are very constrained in terms of
computational resources. Therefore, the platform to be compliant with the IoT approach should cater for many protocols,
specially lightweight ones to enable urban sensors to connect
easily. Currently, there are plenty of middleware to facilitate
this task, such as Mule ESB7 .
V. C HALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK
The unprecedented urbanisation is pushing towards the
realisation of Smart Cities. The vast deployment of sensors
can provide a real-time overview of the city and a wealth of
information that researchers are trying to mine to extract new
knowledge.
Nevertheless, urban life is quite complicated and more
stressful than life in the suburbs. As a result, many people
feel trapped in a rat race from which they cannot escape.
In some cases, this feeling can lead to nervous breakdowns
and stress crises. In this work we presented the concept of
a novel framework that offers a more holistic approach to
stress management compared to current state of the art, as
it incorporates many technologies and could provide more
advanced intervention.
The realization of the framework faces many challenges,
such as data accuracy; sensors might not be properly calibrated or user contributed data might not be accurate, device
interoperability, seamless user experience, user acceptance
and privacy just to name a few. For device and protocol
interoperability, platforms like Anypoint8 could facilitate the
7 http://www.mulesoft.org/

6 https://www.trackyourtinnitus.org

8 https://www.mulesoft.com/

development while protocols such as Ardagna et al. [29] could
provide users with the needed security and privacy. However,
it has the potential to make significant impact in the lives of
individuals and provide an insight in to how we should make
our cities more sustainable and what are the key aspects in
designing a human friendly urban environment.
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